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Abstract.  People reason hierarchically when they navigate highway net-
works. The hierarchical structure is induced by a sequence of tasks starting
with route planning, continuing with wayfinding instructions, and leading
to the actual driving process. In order to perform adequately, people need to
map highway features and navigation actions from one task level to the
next. What exactly are these features, actions, and mappings? To answer
this question, the paper uses a formal algebraic model developed in the func-
tional language Haskell. It defines an inheritance hierarchy for objects and
operations in highway navigation. The results represent a case study for the
support of modeling and software engineering processes in non-trivial ap-
plications through functional language specifications.
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1 Introduction

Functional languages have great appeal for software engineering, because algebraic
specifications (Guttag 1977) can be written and tested in them (Frank and Kuhn 1999).
For this purpose, they combine the benefits of

• clean semantics (in particular, referential transparency for equational reason-
ing as well as a strict inheritance concept),

• executability (allowing software engineers to test what they specify), and
• higher order capabilities (leading to leaner, more elegant descriptions).

Encouraged by a series of successful applications to non-trivial software engineering
tasks (Car and Frank 1995; Frank and Kuhn 1995; Timpf and Frank 1997), we have
begun to use functional languages for research into the structure of entire application
domains (Medak 1997; Frank 1999). This paper continues on this path by presenting
the example of modeling and analyzing navigation tasks on (simplified) highway
networks.

The paper has methodological and domain-specific results. Methodologically, we
show that the use of functional languages for specifications goes beyond collections of
abstract data types to comprehensive, layered object models with generic operation
classes that are directly translatable to Java code (interfaces, abstract classes, classes).
For the domain of highway navigation, we present an elegant formal task model that
supports the design of car navigation systems (White 1991). In particular, it can be
used to construct navigation software that guides the planning, instructing, and driving
processes on highway networks. A companion paper (Gerding, Ruether et al.; this
volume) describes the application of functional specifications to traffic network analy-
sis operations.

The Informal Navigation Model

Several tasks are involved in planning and executing a journey. Some tasks occur at
multiple levels and mean one set of actions at one level and another set of actions at
another. There are tasks that are more general at one level (e.g., take exit) and get
broken down into several tasks at another (e.g., change to appropriate lane for exiting,
take off-ramp). There are tasks that require actions in one level but do not affect any
other level (e.g., accelerating the vehicle). We separated all identified tasks into three
groups: planning, instruction, and driving (Timpf, Volta et al. 1992).

Looking in more detail at these task groups, we found that they operate in different
domains. The planning group involves knowledge about the place where one is and
about the place where one wants to go, as well as the time frame and the places in
between (if they are relevant). The instruction group involves knowledge about the
decision points along the route given by the planning group. The driving group needs
information about when to drive where, but also has a whole body of actions on its
own that cannot be found in the other groups (e.g., change lane, accelerate).

Because there appears to be a hierarchy involved in these tasks, three levels of ab-
straction have been selected for our model. The first and most general level is called
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the Planning Level. The information from planning is also used to reason at the sec-
ond level of detail, the Instructional Level. The most detailed level is called the Driv-
ing Level and describes the features and actions necessary to drive a vehicle in the order
of the instructions.

Spatial reasoning in a highway network is a top-down process. Given an origin and
a destination of a trip, the planning level uses a findRoute operation to return the
list of ordered highways necessary to get from the origin to the destination. This list
is fed to a (similar, but more detailed) findRoute operation at the Instructional
Level, which produces a list of driving instructions. This list is then used as input for
yet another findRoute operation at the Driving Level, which transforms the in-
structions into driving tasks and presents these to the driver, either as graphical output
(a map) or as spoken driving instructions.

The Formalization Approach

The formalization of this navigation model is performed in Haskell (Peterson,
Hammond et al. 1997) (more specifically, in HUGS). This has significant advantages
over the use of semi-formal or non-formal design methods such as the Unified Model-
ing Language. Rather than constituting an alternative approach to these, functional
specifications serve as the missing link between the requirements analysis (summa-
rized in the informal model above) and the representation of an object class hierarchy
in class diagrams. Functional specifications bridge this gap by serving as a designer’s
workbench on which different designs can be worked out with formal algebraic rigor,
tested for correctness (with respect to the requirements), optimized for simplicity, and
compared among each other. If communication or other needs warrant it, the results
can then be easily presented in UML diagrams, or directly translated into a procedural
object-oriented language, particularly Java.

The formal highway navigation model was developed based on a few fundamental
design decisions:

• Haskell classes are used to describe behavior (rather than structure). For each
kind of behavior (e.g., findRoute), a Haskell class (e.g., Routes), is intro-
duced. It defines the operation(s) that can be performed on instantiations of
that class at the various levels.

• The object classes of the data model (Haskell data types) are derived from
notions in graph theory. For instance, a highway is a link between nodes in
the network of highways. We have not yet integrated existing elaborate func-
tional graph libraries (such as (Erwig 1997)) into the model, but used a sim-
ple generic graph model and shortest path algorithm.

• Data types are used to aggregate different types of generic objects, e.g., two
Nodes (Places) are linked by an Edge to form a Highway. This type of ag-
gregation of objects allows for reasoning across the three levels.

• Mappings from one level to the next are simply achieved by (class) inheri-
tance. For instance, the findRoute operation takes a route from the previous
level to compute one at the current level, while both routes are instances of
the Routes class.
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Thanks to the generic class structure, the Haskell implementation allows for exten-
sions and refinements to particular application contexts.

A Sketch of The Formal Navigation Model

Data type (or just synonym) definitions establish the ontologies for each navigation
level. (We use a generic Graph with Edges parametrized by Nodes and Graphs pa-
rametrized by Edges):

-- Planning Level
type Place = Node
type Interchange = Place
type HwName = Name
type HwSegment = Edge
type Highway = [HwSegment Place]
type HwSystem = Graph HwSegment Place

-- Instructional Level
type Exit = Node
type Junction = Node
type HwSection = Edge

-- Driving Level
type Ramp = Node
type Lane = Edge Ramp

The core element of the model is the Routes class, with the generic operation
findRoute that computes a new Route from the one at the previous level:

class (Graphs g e n) => Routes r g e n where
     findRoute :: (Graphs g e n) =>  r g e n -> g e n -> r g e n

The instances of Routes at the various levels consist, respectively, of
• the start and goal places as input to the Planning Level (RouteIni);
• the start and goal places connected by a list of interchanges and highway

names as a planning result and as input to the computation of instructions;
• the entering and leaving highway exits connected by a list of junctions and

highway names as instructions; and
• the on-ramp and off-ramp connected by a list of lanes and lane changes (over

ramps) as the detailed driving procedure.

data (Graphs g e n) => Route g e n = RouteIni Place Place
 | RoutePlan Place HwName [(Interchange, HwName)] Place
 | RouteDirections Exit HwName [(Junction, HwName)] Exit
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 | RouteDrive Ramp Lane [(Ramp, Ramp, Lane)] Ramp

The instantiations of Routes with the findRoute operation at each level compute
shortest paths in each graph. They are left as details for the full paper, but sketched
here with dummy results:

instance (Graphs g e n) => Routes Route g e n where
 findRoute (RouteIni start goal) hwSystem =

RoutePlan start "I-95" [] goal
 findRoute (RoutePlan start "I-95" [] goal) hwDetails =

RouteDirections start "I-95" [] goal
 findRoute (RouteDirections start "I-95" [] goal) hwLanes =

RouteDrive start (Edge start goal) [] goal.

Conclusions

Non-trivial information models require sophisticated modeling tools. Conventional
diagramming tools are clearly challenged beyond their limits in such applications. The
paper presents the case of hierarchical spatial reasoning operations as they occur in
road navigation tasks.

Software for navigation systems is currently very limited in its support for hierar-
chical reasoning. One way to improve these systems is to choose modeling languages
with more power. The paper sketches the benefits of choosing a functional language
to write algebraic specifications for polymorphic navigation operations. The key bene-
fits of this choice are that the specified models can be tested and are semantically un-
ambiguous.
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